
 

How can I reach my fullest potential? 
True love appears where mind and body are united. —Sun Myung Moon 

 

The human experience is that mind and body are at odds. In the deepest part of 

ourselves we wish to take the long view and act loving, but this innate good sense can be 

overwhelmed by negative desires. “Our selfish desires and moral capacities are at war with one 

another and often the former triumphs over the latter,” states ethicist James Wilson. 

The body’s narrow preoccupation with immediate self-interest tends to overpower the 

unselfish proclivity of the mind. Individuals find themselves acting in ways they believe they 

should not. They regret too many things they have done. St. Paul spoke directly to this when he 

confessed, “I do not understand what I do. For what I want to do I do not do, but what I hate, I 

do” (Romans 7.15). The person who lacks a mature character spends many hours of 

dissatisfaction and inner struggle. 

In mature and loving individuals, the inner self directs the outer self. They work in 

concert, inner and outer, the mind seeking value and the body realizing value substantially. 

Their practices match their promises, their deeds correspond to their words, and their life 

manifests their ideals. Persons of such integrity are universally prized.  

“Before you desire to control the universe,” Reverend Moon has said, “you must first be 

able to completely control yourself.” Such a thought has echoes throughout the world religions. 

“Who is strong? He who controls his passions,” states the Jewish Mishnah. The Sikhs have a 

saying, “With the conquest of my mind, I have conquered the whole world.” In the Hindu 

Upanishads, the self is described as a rider, the body as a chariot, the intellect as the charioteer 

and the mind as the reins. The physical senses are likened to the power of the horses thundering 

down the mazes of desire. This image shows that unless self-discipline is strong, the desires of 

the flesh enslave a person. 

If one looks at people whom the world recognizes as being extraordinarily pure-hearted, 

passionate for truth and righteousness, and morally advanced—they are people who have 

overcome selfish desires and attachment to worldly concerns such as lust, gluttony, possessions, 

influence, or status. They follow the dictates of what is good and true and beautiful even at great 

sacrifices to themselves. In Jesus’ words, they have “overcome the world,” but, in fact, they have 

overcome the influences of the world within themselves in order to respond wholly to God and 

the imperatives of true love. Such a person is able to manifest the divine nature to the world, 

serving as a more or less clear messenger, mirror, window and reflection of God.  They are often 

the peacemakers of the world, for they are at peace with themselves and with all others.  

Their bodies follow their minds’ promptings toward truth and love at all times, even 

when this calls for sacrifice. These people have solved the paradox between the mind and the 

body. They are not divided. Their minds and bodies are utterly united; their words and thoughts 

are matched by their actions. They are ready to sacrifice themselves for truth and love, even at 

the cost of their lives. These people have gone beyond the body. No sense of “myself” or “my 

own” hinders the person from striving for absolute love, truth, and justice for all. 

Reverend Moon said, “It is when the divine soul or mind becomes the master of the 

human body that a person’s love can become God-centered. It is as if God’s mind were coming to 
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dwell within that person.” Reverend Moon calls this state of character maturity “mind and body 

unity.” Such integrity is the ultimate requirement for true love to flow.  These are persons acting 

in a way that is true to their deepest heart and conscience.  

The strongest motivation is true love; “love is the key to unification of mind and body,” 

states Reverend Moon. This power of love is familiar to parents. Dick Hoyt, 62, has raced in 

every Boston Marathon for over 20 years pushing his paralyzed adult son, Rick, in a wheelchair. 

In 1999 they became the first team ever to finish the Ironman Triathlon World Championship. It 

began when teenage Rick asked his father to push him in a local race. When they finished, the 

boy excitedly declared, “It was as if I wasn’t handicapped.” That was enough to move his father 

to challenge his every physical limitation to give him that experience over and over ever since. 

Whether of legendary proportions or just everyday acts of unselfishness, true love is the 

strongest means of subduing the body. When the excessive self-interest of the body has been 

habitually subdued and the heart is liberated to respond to the call of love - when this becomes 

the dominant mode of living, a person becomes a window of the divine heart and character.  

So before we strive to unite the world, before we strive to achieve the ideal vision of a 

new world, we have to discover within ourselves the ability to resolve the conflict between mind 

and body and set them in harmony.  On the foundation of mind-body unity, there will emerge 

free and peaceful individuals, free and peaceful families, tribes, peoples, nations, and a world of 

peace and freedom. (CSG) 

---------------------------------------------------- 

Principle #2 

We can reach our fullest potential when we act upon our 

conscience before our physical desires. 

---------------------------------------------------- 
Discussion: 

1. What part of this reading did you resonate with? What is your life experience 

relating to this principle? 

2. What does society usually say about this topic? Why so? 

3. Envisioning the week: How do you hope to see this principle in your 

attitude/thoughts/actions in this next week? 
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The mind refers to the inner self, the heart and conscience, the moral and spiritual dimension. 

The body refers to the outer self, the instincts and practical sense, the material dimension. It 

functions to preserve and maintain the individual’s personal wellbeing and has a here-and-now 

focus. 

 

The person’s relationship with him- or herself is a disharmonious and uncomfortable one, often 

leading to strife in relationships with others. Mature character is a prerequisite for joy and 

peace. Only those of mature and virtuous characters are able to enjoy and share fully the fruits of 

true love.  

 

Reverend Moon said, “It is when the divine soul or mind becomes the master of the human body 

that a person’s love can become God-centered. It is as if God’s mind were coming to dwell within 

that person.”5 Reverend Moon calls this state of character maturity “mind and body unity.” Such 

integrity is the ultimate requirement for true love to flow.  

 

Jesus was an example of someone who has fulfilled the First Blessing. His actions were so 

well-integrated with the highest promptings of his mind that he existed in a relationship of 

oneness with God.  

 

  The essence of this training is self-discipline—the fruit of continuous practice of good deeds by 

curbing the more body-centered desires to conform to those of the mind.  

 

 

 

 

The mental and physical aspects of animals are in natural harmony, with the inner instinctive 

impulses directing the body’s behavior towards purposeful action. Thus, we admire the dignified 

beauty and elegant efficacy of even the simple housecat; nary a single movement lacks grace or 

in any other way betrays its essential and God-given feline nature. Does an oak tree have even an 

inch—in its trunk, branches, roots, leaves, acorns, bark—that is not true to its own nature? We 

rely on this absolute integrity of the created world as part of our fundamental security.  

 

Humans of course can also manifest this kind of integrity, and when they do, we see both 

authentic humanity and a likeness of divinity. The government official who speaks out against a 

tyrant even though she may be killed, the Oxford graduate who sets up his medical practice in a 

slum, the middle-class couple who adopts three orphaned siblings with disabilities even though 

they have several children of their own—these are persons acting in a way that is true to their 

deepest heart and conscience. This is the unity of mind and body in service to love. For Reverend 

Moon, this mind and body unity is a prerequisite to altruistic loving. Thus it comprises a 

principle of true love. But people can quite readily be found out of integrity, living lives of deceit, 

aggression and degradation that betray their essential nature. How can mind and body unity be 

better understood? How can it be cultivated? 
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It is first necessary to review what is meant by mind and body. The mind is also that part of us 

which is more receptive to the Creator and His inspiration. The mind has a sense of enlightened 

self-interest; it wisely understands the need for the lesser to sacrifice itself for the greater, 

because for example, if the nation prevails, the individual citizens prevail too. On the other 

hand,  

 

What is obviously more challenging and rare is moral dominion of the mind over the body. Such 

perfection is simply the result of the conscience being given free rein, unimpeded by selfishness. 

This is moral and spiritual freedom. Like the pleasure of the practiced musician who can play 

any tune that comes into her head, so the individual who has attained this kind of mind and 

body unity has the joy of being able to readily act upon any worthy inspiration coming from his 

heart and conscience. He is free to let true love move and use him. Most people have had at least 

a temporary experience of this. “She kept on thanking me for caring for her child,” relates 

Marisa, about the mother who collapsed with illness on the sidewalk, leaving her young son 

crying. Marisa, a bystander, had offered to take care of the child for a few days. “But I’m a 

mother myself—how could I not respond the way I did? It was nothing really.” “Nothing” is how 

automatic it is  

 

Yet Sometimes people can be generous and kind; at other times they are self-absorbed and 

uncaring. A mother who cares the world for her children may suddenly erupt in anger at the 

slightest provocation after a long day. Under the stress of losing a key account, a usually kind 

and friendly boss may take out his frustration on his employees.3  

 

 The human experience is that people are disunited in mind and body—that is, they do many 

things they know they should not do and immediately regret them. They also do not do the many 

good things they know they should do, and they experience the regret and chagrin this brings 

about. This is a state of mind and body disunity, which prompted even the great Saint Paul to 

say that there was a war going on between his mind and his “members” or body (see Chapter 9). 

People seeking moral maturity have traditionally had to go a path of self-denial and sacrifice in 

order to restore a right relationship between mind and body. 

 

 and the extensions of the body—the groups to which they belong, including established social 

institutions. No sense of “myself” or “my own” hinders the person from striving for absolute 

love, truth, and justice for all. He or she has become willing to take whatever actions are 

necessary to bring a universal community of true love into being, knowing that ultimately all 

that she loves will be included in that community of true love. Reverend Moon says, “You must 

become a totally selfless person, making yourself a living sacrifice.  

 

 

Babies are inherently self-centered. Their world revolves around their bodily needs. As they 

grow, so does their consciousness of the world around them. They begin to have relationships 

with others, especially their parents, and in so doing, they learn that they must take 

responsibility. They must obey. They must learn to control themselves—in basic things like 
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impulse control, control of bodily functions, control of the “me first” impulse that keeps them 

from sharing and taking turns, expanding to respect for others and property. Immature people 

continue to focus on their own needs, especially bodily ones, like very small children. They do 

not learn selfcontrol, impulse control, or to postpone bodily needs, comforts, and desires for the 

sake of others. They are irresponsible. Marriage therapist Lori Gordon says such people are 

“emotionally infants” and their hallmark is that they are self-centered: “They expect to be taken 

care of and to get what they want when they want it, without having to give in return. They know 

only what they need, see others primarily as objects to meet their needs and are incapable of 

empathizing with the needs of others.”11 Predictably, this state of immaturity affects their 

marriages and other relationships adversely.  

 

The body is an integral part of the self; it has legitimate needs and desires. Still, it plays a 

supportive role to the human mind, which guides it in purposeful activity. The challenge of 

character development is to set up the appropriate order between mind and body, so that both 

can function optimally. In a person of mature character, the inner self directs the outer self. 

They work in concert, inner and outer, the mind seeking value and the body realizing value 

substantially. The focus of their partnership is the higher purpose toward which they move.  

 

 The person who lacks a mature character spends many hours of dissatisfaction and inner 

struggle. The person’s relationship with him- or herself is a disharmonious and uncomfortable 

one, often leading to strife in relationships with others. Mature character is a prerequisite for joy 

and peace. Only those of mature and virtuous characters are able to enjoy and share fully the 

fruits of true love. Reverend Moon said, “It is when the divine soul or mind becomes the master 

of the human body that a person’s love can become God-centered. It is as if God’s mind were 

coming to dwell within that person.”5 Reverend Moon calls this state of character maturity 

“mind and body unity.” Such integrity is the ultimate requirement for true love to flow.  

 

Jesus was an example of someone who has fulfilled the First Blessing. His actions were so 

well-integrated with the highest promptings of his mind that he existed in a relationship of 

oneness with God. “I am in the Father and the Father is in me,” he said. (John 14.11) Jesus 

partook of the nature of God in his own nature, inheriting His wisdom and love and reflecting 

His heart and character perfectly. In a similar way, Muhammad once stated, “Who ever sees me 

has seen God,” (Hadith of Bukhari and Muslim)11 and Buddha said, “He who sees me sees the 

Dharma” (Samyutta Nikaya iii.120).12 

 

What does maturity look like? The state of maturity is a well-integrated human being who is 

centered on his or her moral faculties. The foremost moral faculty—the heart— is the wellspring 

of love. Its auxiliary—the conscience—directs the heart’s loving impulses according to right and 

wrong. A person who lives by the directives of the heart and conscience exercises 

responsibility—for him or herself, for others, and for the environment. 
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Self-discipline requires faith, perseverance, and courage. It is the moral directing of the will. 

Moral will is required for the man to admit to his wife his attraction to his co-worker, for the 

young woman to run door-to-door in the burning dorm to alert fellow students to the danger, for 

the teenage boy to publicly denounce the bigotry being practiced in his neighborhood.  

 

Strengthening the Power of the Mind At the same time the body is subdued, the mind needs to 

be boosted in strength. The essence of strengthening the mind is toughening the moral will. 

This, like muscle fiber, is built up by daily habit, by the constant small choices to do the right 

thing despite fear, distress or fatigue. In this regard, individuals need challenges— either given 

or self-sought—that allow them to encounter adversity as occasions to toughen their moral fiber 

and develop inner strength of will.  

 

If your body does something wrong, even late into the night, your conscience will stay awake and 

say, "Stop it, you rascal!" More than that, if you even think about doing something wrong, you 

immediately feel pangs of conscience. That is why I say, "Before trying to govern the universe, 

you must first govern yourself' If you don't, your body is the enemy of the universe. 

 

Originally the mind and body were meant to be inseparable, in total oneness.  

 

Looking at human beings, we can see that the mind and body are at war.  The mind is important, 

and the body is important, but most important of all is that you attain the realm where the mind 

and body are united. That is vital. Even if the entire world were united, if you had not attained 

unity between your mind and body, you would be disconsolate. A person torn by this sorrowful 

struggle would not find a place in the united world, but would be rejected. He or she would be 

repelled. So before we strive to unite the world, before we strive to achieve the ideal vision of a 

new world, we have to discover within ourselves the ability to resolve the conflict between mind 

and body and set them in harmony.  On the foundation of mind-body unity, there will emerge 

free and peaceful individuals, free and peaceful families, tribes, peoples, nations, and a world of 

peace and freedom. (CSG) 
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